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c = 3x 108 m/s ; h = 6.63 x l0-3a J.s i kn =

e = 1.6 x lO'le C ; po = 4nx l0'7Henry/m ;

1.38 x 10-23 J/I(

eo: 8.85 x 10-12 farad/m
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SECTION - A

1. If r*is a position vector, then f x iis given by

A. rs/z

B. rl/z
c.0
D.3

?' Thc cur"'c in the gi'"en figure is described by the equation

A' u:e'-r
B' a:e-"-r
c. a:n
D. o:!r

3. It is given that /[ e-o,'dr : Vtr. The value of /:" nre-o,, d,t is given by

,A.. -a (^[!\
oo \ V ;)

B. _L (^[i\
o"'\Y ")c *U')

D -*(:)
4' The mutual potential energy V of a system of two particles depends on theirseParationras 

u:#-l; a)0, b>0.
If the particles are in static equilibrium, their separation is given by

A. 2a

b
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B. 2b

a

c.2
b

D.!
a

5. Six particles are held together by rigid bonds acting between every two particles.

How many independent coordinates are required to describe this system?

A. 15

B. t2

c.6
D. 10

6. The torque on a particle at position r-with mometttum p'is given by

A. ,-, @
dt

B. ! (r" de)u' at\'^ at)

c. a*@'dt

D. r*t
dt

7. The efficiency of a Carnot engine operating between the temperatures T6 and 7..
where T7 ) 7., is given bY

A. I + T.lTh

B. 1-T.fTh
c. T.lTn

D. T.-Tn

8. Which of the following are all extensive paraneters?

A. Volume and temperature

B. Pressure and temPerature

C. Entropy and volume

D. Internal energy and temperature
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According to the Debye theory, the specific heat of a solid at high temperature is
proportional to

A. TO

B. 7z

c. 7z

D. T4

An astronaut moves in a spaceship traveling at a speed of 0.8 c (c is the velocity of
light), and observes a photon approaching him from space. The speed of photon
with respect to ttre spaceship is

A. 1.8 c

B. 0.2 c

C. 0.9 c

D.c

10.

11. Speciai relativity predicts that an outside inertial observer sees

as bearing one of the following relationships with respect to an

with the object

A. longer

B. shorter

C. brighter

D. unchanged

According to the semiempirical mass formula, surface energy

atomic mass of a nucleus is proportional to

A. Ar/t

B. As/z

c. At/z

D. Az/s

where A is the number of nucleons.

a moving object
observer moving

correction to thet2.

13. If 3.6 gm of uranium is to be completely converted to energy, how many Joules of

energy will be obtained from it?

A. 100 x 1013J

B. 3.24 x 1013J

C. 32.4 x 1013J

D. 324.0 x 1013J
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A particle moves with a constant speed u in a magnetic field B. The work done is

A. zero

B. proportional to the velocity

C. proportional to the magnetic field

D. proportional to the charge q of the particle

For a spherical shell of radius .R which carries a uniform surface charge,

A. both the field and the potential inside the shell are non-zero

B. both the field and the potential inside the shell are zero

C. the field inside the shell is non-zero rvhile potential inside the sheil is zero

D. the field inside the shell is zero while potential inside the shell is non-zero

The energy stored in a system of four identical charges of.4x 10-eC at the corners

of a square of side 1 m is

A. 97.5 J

B. 97.5 x 10-eJ

c. 780 J

D. ?80 x 10-eJ

The fundamental frequency of a string of length -L, tension ? and mass per urrit

length p is given by

llF ntrA' lrz
l'T rB' tlaz
Iill, 7r(1 I_v. 

\,1 pf
nn

D. ^ l'-LYtt
Intensity of sound is increased by a factor of 20. By how many decibels is the

sound level increased?

A. 20 db

B. 1.3 db

c. 13 db

D. 30 db

15.

16.

17.

18.

t)
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19' A negative (diverging)-lens has a focal length of 5 cm. An object is kept at 7cm

from the centre of the lens along the lens axis. The image is a

A' real image, 30 cms from the lens, on the same side as the object and magnifiecl
B' virtual image, 30 cms from the lens, on the same as the object and magnified
C' virtual image nearly at 3 cm from tire lens, on the same side as tiie object,

reduced to nearly half the size of object and inverted
D. virtual irrtage nearly at 3 cm from the lens, on the same side as the object,

reduced to nearly half its size of the object and vertical.

20' A monochromatic wave Dasses through med.ia of different refractive indices n.
What is the impact of the media on the frequency z. velocity u , wavelength ) and
wavenumber k of the monochromatic wave

A. z remains the same, u : cf n, ),: Aoln, k : k.n
B. z remains the same, u : cn, \: \of n, k : kon

C. z remains the same, u: cf n,,\: ),n. k: kon

D. z remains the same, u : cf n, \: ),of n, k : koln

where ks is the corresponding value in vacuum

2I. It a sphere of radius r moves through a stationary fluid of viscosity r7 so that its
velocity relative to the fluid is u, the resistive force the sphere .*p"ri"n".s can be
written as

A. F :\rtalu
B. F :\qareo

C. F :6traqu3

D. F :\traqu

22' A soap bubble has a radius r and surface tension 7. The excess pressure in the
bubble is

T
A. Ap: -

r
c)T

B. Lgs:'1r
ATC. LP: J'
r

D. Lp:Q*1)l2r
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23. An electron of mass rn and charge e, initiaily at rest, gets accelerated by a constant
electric field E. The rate of change of de-Broglie waveiength of this electron with
time, (ignoring relativistic effects) is given by

eEt2
h

eE

The uncertainty relation holds for the following situation

A. holds for particles only

B. does not hold for macroscopic particles

C. holds for both microscopic and macroscopic particles

D. depends on the nature of the particle

The current in circuit (a) will reach a saturation value in ro seconds. The current
in circuit (b) wili saturate in 16 seconds. If value of R, C and 7 are identical in
both circuits, then

eEt2
eht

E
mh

A.

B.

C.

D.

24.

25.

C

[,JR
(a)

CC

(b)

A.

B.

C.

D.

ta 
- 

tb

Ta:2Tb

ro:0'5ra
ro:0.25rt



can be written as

A. Asinc,rt * Bcosat
B. Asinwt * B cosat * Ce-ot

C. ,4 sin a.r/ * B cos r..rt * C (a2 * u2)s-ot

D. Asinut * B cos at * Ce-at f (a2 + u,2)

27. The rank of the foliowing matrix is

(z_206\l+ z o 2l
lr -1 o sl
\r -2r2)

S- f o
SECTION - B

26. The most generai solution of the equation

d2r

dtz+u)'tr:ce-ot

A.2
8.3
c. 1

D.4

28. For a given vector A : rzi + a,j + zzh,the value of the integral II"A. d,g, over
the cube defined by 0 S n,U,z S 1is given by

A.0
8.2
c.3
D.4

29. The square roots of (-15 - 8a) are

A. 1- 4i, -1+ 4i

B. L+4i,,L-4i
C. ,/fr - ,/8,
D. 2J2 - tffit
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30. It is given that the matrix

ft: _'"\
\o o ")

is orthogonal. The value of a must be equal to

A. 1

8.0
C' t/t
D.h

31, The sum of the series i -;_1-^ is equal to
7 n\n+ I)

A. 1
2

B. 1
4

c. 1

D. co

32. Two asteroids collide in space and one of them breaks into two equal pieces. If the
initial velocity of the second asteroid was u and hhose of its conponents are also r.,

each, then the velocity of the first asteroid after the impact can be deduced as

A. same as initial velocity

8.0
C. twice the initial velocity

D. any arbitrary value

33. The centre of mass of a solid hemisphere of constant density and radius a. ancl
symmetric abottt the z-a;cis with r - g plane coinciding with the equatorial plane.
can be written as

A. (0,0, a)

B. (3,0,0)

c. (0,0,*)

D (?'?'?)

10
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A particle at rest is attracted towards a centre of force according to the relation
F : -mlez f n3 . (Herc, rn is the mass, r is the position from the center of force and

k is a constant of proportionality). The time required for the particle to reach the

force centre from a distance d is

A. d,lk

B. dmlk

C. dlmk

D. d," lk

Consid"er a uniform rope of mass per unit iength p and length a suspended just

above a tabie as shown in figure. If the rope is released from rest at the top, what

is the force on the table when a length r of the rope has dropped onto the table?

35.

a

t:0 t>0

36,

A. prg

B. Zprg

C. 3prg

D. 4prg

Two gravitationally bound stars with equal masses rn, separated by a distance d,

revolve about their centre of mass. The period T is proportional to

A. dr/z

B.&
c. de/z

D. dr/s

Consider a particle of rn whose motion starts from rest in a constant gravitational

field. If a resistive force, kmu2, where u is the velocity, is encountered, the distance

h the particle falls in acceierating from uo to ul is given by

A %1r,,(ffi)
B *^(ffi)

37.

11
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c. t.n(n*k'tr\v' 2k^"\g-nu?)

D. t rn(s-ku3\'J' x"'1n * 41
38. Two thermally insulated vessels are filled with an ideal gas and connected by a

short pipe equipped with a valve. The volumes of the vessels and their pressure
and temperature are given by (y, p,T) and (V',p',"). If the ralve is opened the
pressure inside them would be

A. p" : (pV + p'V')l(V +V')
B. d, : (pV + p,V,)(V + V,)

C. p" : pVl(V +V')
D. p" : (p + p')(V +V')l(pV + p'V')

39. The change of entropy (dS) of an ideal gas of N molecules at temperature 7 and
volume V rn a reversible transformation is given by

A. d,S : **"# + NkB+

B. rtS :f;xn"ar + NkBdv

c. d,s :lxn"F *|w*"ff
2

D. d,s:1*r,# + NkB+

40. The Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution in an ideal gas is given by

/ m, \3/z / mu2\
f (6) : 

\^Fn ) .*p I inur )
What would be the root mean square velocity of a molecule for such a gas?

A. ^[w\m

B. ^lwYm
^ hkntr. Ym
D. ^lwV2m

L2
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Consider a thermally isolated system consisting of two volumes 7 and 2V of. an
ideal gas separated by a thermally conducting and movable partition, with tem-
perature and pressure as shown.

The partition is allowed to move without allowing the gasses to mix. If n1 and n2

are the molar numbers of the gas on the two sides, the change in the total entropv
of the system is

A. n1, Rlnl + nzBIn]
B. n1Rln2+n2B1.n3

c. (tr + n2)RT

D. ?Lnmv
TL2

42. Consider an ideal gas whose entropy is given by

where ?? : nuffiber of moles, R : universal gas constant, U : internal energy, 7 :
volume and o: constant. The specific heat at constant volume is given by

A. Z"R
B. *"R
C. t"R
D. Z"R

43. For an ideal gas initially at temperature Tr, the final temperature Q when the gas

is expanded from Vi to Vl reversibly and adiabatically, is given by

C.

s :;[" * to n! +zRhY]

rr:ro(+)' '

rr:ro(+,)'

rt:ro- (f)
rr:ro(#)'-'

A.

B.

D.

13
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The proper length of a space vehicle is lo. According to an observer on earth, the

length of the spaceship is 25To of its proper length. The speed of the spaceship

according to the observer on earth is given by

A rt.2"
t;

B. ^l!"u2
C.c
D. 0.968 c

Two electrons move towards each other, the speed of each being 0'9 c. What is
their relative velocity according to special theory of relativity?

A. 0.995 c

B. 1.09 c

C. 0.89 c

D. 0.91 c

46. Two events occur at an interval At at the same point in a rest frame, In a frame

which is moving with a uniform velocity u, the time interval between the events

will be given by

LtA. ----:
,/L _ uz

(Lilt{ - uzTe

Af
T'r

,/t + u2 le
47. Ameasuring rule of rest iength I moves relative to an observer with the velocity

u. The observer measures the length of the rule as !1. Wfrat is the velocity u?

A.c
.E}. 0.1 c

C. 0.745 c

D. 0.345 c

45.

B.

C.

14
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An electron and a positron at rest annihilate each other and trvo 1-ra"vphotons
are emittp,.4..'The r,vavelength of the ?-rays is given by

A. 2.4 L
B. 0.048 A
c. 24.0 A
D. 0.024 A

A sample of uranium emitting a particles of 4.18 MeV is placed near an ionization
chamber. Assume that only 10 particles enter the chamber per second and the
energ)/ reqrtired to erea,te an ion-nair by' an a-oarticle is 35 eV. What will be the
current produced?

A. 19 x 10-i3A
B. 19 x 10-2oA

C. 1.9 x 10-134

D. 1.9 x 101eA

Five grams of radium is reduced by 10.5 mg in 5 years by a-decay. Tire half-life
of radium is

A. 10.5 years

B. 150.4 years

C. 1000.5 years

D. 501.5 years

What is the amount of energy released when 10 micrograms of uranium (rt U)
undergoes fission, if energy released per fission is 200 N{eV?

A. 5.126 x 1018 MeV

B. 5.126 MeV

C. 5.126 meV

D. 5.126 x 106 NIeV

A charge g sits at the back corner of a cube as shown in the fignre. The electricr
flux through the shaded surface is

50.

51.

52.

15
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A. ql6eo

B. qf l2e"

c. qlr.
D. qf 24e"

A soap bubble 10 cm in radius with a wall thickness of 3.3 x 10-6 cm is charged to
a potential of 100 V. The bubble bursts and falls as a spherical drop. The potential
of the drop is

A. 10 kv
B. 1KV

c. 100 kv
D. 10-2kv

A battery of emf E and internal resistance r is bcoked up to a variable "load"
resistance .R. If you want to deliver the maxirnunr possible power to the load.
what resistance .R should you choose?

54.

A.
B.
C.

D.

.R=r
R:2r
R:t
R:oo

(O and r remain constant)

55. A radio frequency carrier of frequency 8 IVIHz is amplitude modulated by an audio
signal of frequency of 20 kHz. The moduJated signal consists of the frequencies

A. 20 kHz and I MHz

B. 20 kHz

C. 8 MHz

D. 8 MHz, 8.02 MHz ancl7.98 MHz

56. A current -[ is flowing ir the given circuit. Someone suddenly switches off the
power. The current is tlen given by

16
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A. I(t),:*V-ee'/L))tf

-: F
B. I(t\ : 

fie-@rrtt
C.. zero

D. I : E.lR

The magnetic field at a point on the axis of an infinitely long solenoid consisting of
rf turns per unit length wrapped around a cyiindrical tube of radius a and carrying
current .I is given by

A. FonI
B. p,nl f 2
C. p,oanl

D. p.,I lQa)

The phase velocity of pressure waves uo is related to the wave vector k bv uo :
Ck-t/z. (C is a constant). The group velocity is given by

A. up

2
B. 2o,

C. ko
D. zero

An astronaut is approaching the moon. He sends out a radio signal of frequency
5 x 10e Hz towards the moon and finds that the frequency shifb in the echo received
is 1,03 Hz. The speed of the astronaut is

A. 3 m/s
B. 30 m/s
C. 300 m/s
D. 3 km/s

Consider a point source S of spherical naves at r- and two points P and Q at i1
and r-2 (all the three points P,S,,Q being on a straight line). The amplitudes of
the wave at P and Q arc @1 and a2. The radius vector i is given by

58.

59.

60.

T7
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A. atir * aziz

B. arir * aziz

a1#a2

11 a2r-1 * a1i2
\-,.

a1*a2
a1F1 - ayi2

L'-
dt-Qz

61. A sounding body emitting a frequency of 150 Hz is dropped from a height, During
its fall under gravity it crosses a balloon moving with a constant velocity of 2 nf s,

one second after the body started falling. What is the number of beats heard by
an observer in the balloon at the moment the body crosses the balloon?

A. T2

8.6
c.8
D.4

62. To verify that the iight beam is either unpolarized or circularly polarized one
requires to use

A. a haif wave plate and a polarizer

B. a quarter wave plate

C. a quarter wave plate and half wave plate

D. a quarter wave piate and a poiarizer

63. A telescope is used to observe at two objects which are a distance of 10 km from
the observer and are 0.12 m apart. They are illuminated by light of wavelength
600 nm. What should be the diameter of the objective lens on the telescope if it
can just resolve the two objects?

A. 6cm

B. 12 cm

C. 72 cm

D. 60 cm

64. What is the minimum number of grating lines needed to separate the D1 and D2
lines of a sodium vapour lamp?

A. 1000

B. 10000

c. 500

D. 1500

18
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Two lasers are made with semiconducting materials of band gap 4.5 eV and 1.5
eV. The lasing wavelengths are expected to be in

A. uitraviolet and blue regions, respectively.

B. blue and ultraviolet regions, respectively.

C. blue and red regions. respectively.

D: infraied and blue regions, respectivel.y.

A capillary tirbe of radius R is dipped in alcohoi of densitv p. The rise h of the
liquid in the capiliary tube is given by. given ? is the surface tension.

4TA. h._ _
Rpg
TB. h- -:-

Rpg

C. h:ry
Rp

D. h:L
Rpg

A mercury drop of radius 1.0 cm is sprayed into 106 droplets of equal size. If the
surface tension of mercury is 32 x 10-3N/m, what is the energy spent?

A. 398x 10-3J

8.39.8x10-3J
C.3.98x10-3J

D.0,398x10-3J

An air bubble of diameter 2 mm rises steadily through a solution of density 1750
kg/*t at the rate of 0.35 cm/sec. what is the viscosity of the solution?

A. 1 Poise

B. 11 Poise

C. 110 Poise

D. 50 Poise

66.

67.

68.

19
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The rate of evaporation from a spherical drop of liquid of constant density is pro-
portional to its surface area. Assuming this to be the sole mechanism of mass loss.

the radius R of the drop as a function of time f is given by (Assuming A and B
are some constants)

A. R: A+ Bt

B. R: A- Bt

C. R: A- B*
D. R: A* Be-t

According to w.a.ve lneeJra,nics, a free particle in space can possess energies of the

following type:

A. Discrete energies

B. Continuous energies

C. Both types of energies

D. Only one single value of energy

The de.Broglie wavelength of an electron with a kinetic energy of 120 eV is nearl-v

A. 1000 pm

B. 100 pm

C. 10 pm

D. 1pm

72. The energy required to remove both electrons from the helium atom in its ground

state is 79 eV. How much energy is required to ionize helium (that ls to remove

one electron)?

A. 24.6 eV

B. 39.5 eV

C. 54.4 eV

D. 79 eV

73. The ground state electron configuration for phosphorous which has 15 electrons.

is

A. !s22s22p63s13p4

B. 1s22s22p63s23p3

C. 1s22s22p63s23d3

D. 1s22s22p63pt3dg

7n

71.

2A




